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In this paper we propose a latent class distance association model for clustering in the

predictor space of large contingency tableswith a categorical response variable. The rows

of such a table are characterized as profiles of a set of explanatory variables, while the

columns represent a single outcome variable. In many cases such tables are sparse, with

many zero entries, which makes traditional models problematic. By clustering the row

profiles into a few specific classes and representing these together with the categories of

the response variable in a low-dimensional Euclidean space using a distance association

model, a parsimonious prediction model can be obtained. A generalized EM algorithm is

proposed to estimate the model parameters and the adjusted Bayesian information

criterion statistic is employed to test the number of mixture components and the

dimensionality of the representation. An empirical example highlighting the advantages of

the new approach and comparing it with traditional approaches is presented.

1. Introduction

Most data analysis problems in psychology, and in social and behavioural sciences in
general, involve categorical variables. Furthermore, many problems involve the predic-

tion of a single response variable from a set of explanatory variables; that is the traditional

regression or classification problem. In this paper both the response and the explanatory

variables are categorical. Any combination of the categories of the explanatory variables is

called a profile. In the most general case, the data consist of a profile by response

contingency table. A special case is when the profiles represent a single categorical

explanatory variable, in which case we have a simple two-way contingency table. When

the profiles represent many explanatory variables, the contingency table becomes large
and often sparse: that is, many entries of this contingency table will show zero

frequencies.

Let us consider as a running example some study data concerning the 2006 Dutch

parliamentary election. A total of 2,176 survey respondents provided data on their

membership of various organizations and how they voted. Although many more political

parties took part in the election, we will confine our analysis to the seven largest parties:

the Christian Democratic Party (CDA, 594 votes in the sample), the Labour Party (PvdA,

461), the Conservative Liberals (VVD, 312), the Green Left Party (GL, 108), the Socialist
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Party (SP, 379), the Christian Union (CU, 93), the Party for Freedom (PVV, 109), and all

other votes (a heterogeneous group of political parties, 120) are grouped as Other.

The participants were interviewed about their membership of nine different types of

organizations. The following questions were asked:
E Are you a member of an environmental or nature organization?

H Are you a member of an organization active in Third World, human rights or peace

issues?

T Are you a member of a trade union?

P Are you a member of a professional organization?

W Are you a member of an employers’ organization?

N Are you a member of a neighbourhood or residents’ organization or social club?

M Are you a member of a musical or cultural organization?
S Are you a member of a sports organization?

C Are you a member of a church or ideological organization?

These nine types of membership resulted in 512 different membership profiles, of which

only 253 different membership patterns occur in our data set. This leaves us with a fairly

sparse table of size 253 9 8 with a total of 1,336 zero entries.

An excerpt from the data can be found in Table 1, where the rows present different

profiles as defined by the first nine columns. A ‘1’ denotes membership of the specific

organization, while a ‘2’ represents non-membership. As an example, the first row
represents the subjects who are a member of E, H, P, W, N, M, S, and C, but not of T. The

last eight columns provide frequencies of voting for the political parties of those subjects;

that is, of the two subjects with profile 1 (first row), one voted for CDA and one for VVD.

There are no persons with this profile of memberships voting for the other political

parties. As can be seen from the first seven rows, this contingency table is very sparse,

having many zeros and small frequencies.

A traditional approach employed in the analysis of such data is to use a multinomial

regression model (also known as a multinomial baseline category logit model: Agresti,
2013, Chapter 8) or a log-linear model. In a multinomial regression model the

response variable (political vote) is linked to the set of explanatory variables (the

memberships).

Table 1. First seven rows of the data. The first nine columns provide information on the

memberships of types of organization as specified in the text, a ‘1’ denoting membership, a ‘2’

non-membership. The last eight columns provide frequencies of votes. So, of the subjects with the

profile as described in row 1, one person voted for CDA, and one for VVD. No subjects with this

profile voted for any of the other parties

E H T P W N M S C CDA PvdA VVD GL SP CU PVV Other

1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

2 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

2 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

2 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

2 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 3 0 1 0 0 1 0 0

⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮
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A major difficulty with the analysis of contingency tables like the one above is that

many entries in the contingency table are zero, rendering a subset ofmodels inappropriate

and goodness-of-fit criteria ill-defined. That is, when a contingency table is sparse,

including empty cells, estimated odds ratios based on these empty cells are either zero,
infinity, or undefined. The implication is that the standard log-linearmodel for such a table

results in parameters that are infinite. To overcome this problem a model with fewer

parameters for the association canbefitted.Oneof the earliest examples of such a reduced

model is the RC(M) association model (Goodman, 1985; Wickens, 1989, Chapter 11). In

this model the association between two categorical variables is defined in terms of a

low-dimensional inner product relation. By reducing the dimensionality, the model is not

as vulnerable to sparse data.

For non-sparse data, the RC(M) association model reduces the number of parameters
for modelling the association as compared to the log-linear model. Such a reduction in

parameters often results in more stable models, especially when the number of

categories of the two variables is large. Another advantage of the RC(M) model is that

there exists a graphical representation that can aid interpretation. De Rooij & Heiser

(2005), however, show that the standard graphical representation of the RC(M) model,

which is in terms of inner products, is prone to misinterpretations and proposed a

distance representation: the distance association (DA) model. The standard graphical

representation of the RC(M) association model is often interpreted by a distance rule,
while this has no basis in the model. In fact, the relationship between row and column

points in the RC(M) model should be interpreted in terms of an inner product: take the

product of the distance of the two points from the origin and multiply by the cosine of

the angle. De Rooij & Heiser (2005) present several examples where a distance

interpretation of an inner product relation fails. De Rooij and Heiser go on to propose a

distance representation: the DA model. The DA model and the RC(M) association model

are equivalent (De Rooij, 2007 2008; De Rooij & Heiser, 2005), that is, the two models

have the same fit to any data set, and parameters from one model can be transformed into
the parameters of the other.

The graphical interpretation of theDAmodel is based on a distance rule, leading to less

confusion. In terms of distances, one of the main aims of DA models for a cross-classified

data set is to represent the I row category elements V = {v1, . . ., vI} and the J column

category elements O = {o1, . . ., oJ}, in a Euclidean space of low dimension M, with the

distances between points inversely describing the relationship between the categories of

the two sets (De Rooij & Heiser, 2005). Thus, a relatively large frequency, indicating a

strong association, will correspond to a small distance between the points representing
the corresponding row and column categories, and conversely a relatively small

frequency will be related to a large distance.

For the type of data described above, although theDAmodel can be estimated, the final

result may be difficult to interpret because of the proliferation of row profiles. That is, a

graphical representation with 253 row points becomes very cluttered and the distinct

points are hard to distinguish.Oneway to proceed is to checkwhether this number can be

reduced. In other contexts, simultaneous dimension reduction and clustering have been

proposed. Vichi andKiers (2001), for example, showhow to use k-meanswithin principal
component analysis. Such a clustering reduces the number of objects in the graphical

display and therefore makes the final result better interpretable. In a least squares

unfolding framework, classification and representation methods have already been

developed to enhance the interpretation of the solution and/or to obtain an adequate fit of

the model when the number of elements is large (Vera et al., 2013). In a probabilistic
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context, mixture distribution formulations are the natural way to proceed. A dual latent

class unfolding model for continuous rating data, with the assumption that within each

homogeneous group or latent class the data are independently and normally distributed,

was developed by Vera, Mac�ıas, and Heiser (2009b) (see also Vera, Mac�ıas, & Angulo,
2009; and Vera, Mac�ıas, & Heiser, 2009a). In a general cross-classified framework, this

approach is of particularly interest when the number of row (column) categories is large,

orwhen the data are sparse, as is the case in the present paper. Clustering the rowprofiles

may lead to a solution that is better interpretable, with a relatively small number of

parameters.

Clustering techniques for contingency tables were proposed earlier (Goodman,

1981; Kateri & Iliopoulos, 2003), but these pertain to simple two-variable contingency

tables. Moreover, they are all based on within-cluster homogeneity (Goodman, 1981)
and are often coupled with the RC(M) association model (Goodman, 1985). The present

approach uses a different cluster criterion. The latent class model collapses rows that

belong to the same row distribution (this is the homogeneity concept here), and thus

equally distributed row profiles are represented at the same location in the Euclidean

space.

In this paperwepropose a latent class distance association (LCDA)model for profile by

response data. The model allows us to cluster the profiles while simultaneously

representing the classes by the categories of the response variable in a low-dimensional
Euclidean space using the DA model. The model can also be applied to any two-mode

cross-classified data without requiring us to distinguish between predictor and response

categories. A model selection strategy based on the Bayesian information criterion (BIC)

statistic is used to test the number of latent classes and the dimensionality of the

representation.

This paper is organized as follows. The next section presents the LCDA model.

Section 3 describes maximum likelihood estimation using a generalized EM algorithm.

Starting values and model selection are also discussed in this section. Section 4 starts
with a series of simulated studies to verify the properties of the algorithm and the model

selection procedure. The Dutch parliamentary election data are then analysed using the

LCDA model, and the results are compared with those obtained with the standard DA

model and with multinomial logistic regression. The paper concludes with a general

discussion.

2. The LCDAmodel

Consider a partitionPðFÞof the profiles (row space) of an I 9 J contingency tableF = (fij)

into T latent classes.

It is assumed that a profile belongs to one and only one subset of its corresponding

partition, and that we do not know in advance which latent class a particular element

belongs to. The rows in F are arranged by permuting them in accordance with the

sequence in the index sets of the latent classes; thus, in terms of the frequency table F,
the situation can be described assuming a row block shaped partition PðFÞ of the

rectangular matrix F into T blocks Ft of rt elements fi = (fi1, . . ., fiJ)
0
, with fi 2 Ft.

Hence, each row vector of F belongs to one and only one of the T subsets Ft, but we do

not known in advance which latent block a particular row belongs to. The unconditional

probability that any row element fi belongs to latent class Ft is denoted by ct, with

0 ≤ ct ≤ 1 and
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XT
t¼1

ct ¼ 1: ð1Þ

For the LCDA model it is assumed that it is not the profiles by themselves but the cluster
centres that are represented by points xt in Euclidean space of dimension M, whose

coordinates are gathered in a T 9 M configuration matrix X. The categories of the

response variable are represented by points yj gathered in the rows of the J 9 M

configuration matrix Y. Thus, in the general multiplicative form, the expected frequency

of row i and column j, with fi 2 Ft, is given by the expected frequency ltj of cluster t and
column j, which can be written as

ltj ¼ latbj expð�d2
tjÞ; ð2Þ

where l is the overall scale parameter, at is the latent class effect parameter, bj is the
column effect parameter and d2

tj ¼ d2ðxt ; yjÞ is the squared Euclidean distance given by

d2ðxt ;yjÞ ¼
XM
m¼1

ðxtm � yjmÞ2:

3. The algorithm

We utilize the well-known equivalence of the multinomial and Poisson distribution

(Agresti, 2013, pp. 8, 361; Birch, 1963) to derive a generalized EM algorithm. The

equivalence of the productmultinomial and the Poisson distributions for the LCDAmodel

is shown in Appendix A.

In a standard Poisson sampling model, counts are considered as independent random

variables (see Agresti, 2013), and the probability ht(�) for the data of a row element

fi 2 Ft is given by

htðf ijxt ;Y; l; at ; bÞ ¼
YJ
j¼1

l
fij
tj

fij!
expð�ltjÞ; ð3Þ

where ltj is given by (2) and b = (b1, . . ., bJ)
0
. Because we do not know in advance which

latent class a row belongs to, the probability density function (p.d.f.) (g(�)) of the random
variable fi becomes a finite mixture of Poisson densities given by (3), which can be

expressed as

gðf ijX;Y; l; a; b; cÞ ¼
XT
t¼1

cthtðf ijxt ;Y; l; at ; bÞ; ð4Þ

where a = (a1, . . ., aT)
0
and c = (c1, . . ., cT)

0
. So the log-likelihood function to be

maximized subject to (1) can be written as

log L ¼
XI
i¼1

log
XT
t¼1

cthtðf ijxt ;Y; l; at ; bÞ: ð5Þ

Given the maximum likelihood estimators X̂, Ŷ, l̂, â, b̂, and ĉ, the posterior probability

that an element fi belongs to latent class Ft is calculated by means of Bayes’ theorem as

follows:
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pitðX̂; Ŷ; l̂; â; b̂; ĉÞ ¼ ĉthtðf ijx̂t ; Ŷ; l̂; ât ; b̂Þ
gðf ijX̂; Ŷ; l̂; â; b̂; ĉÞ

: ð6Þ

Hence, from the maximum likelihood estimators, an element fi will be assigned to the

class that it is most likely to belong to given these posterior probabilities, and for the
parameter estimation, the EM algorithm (Dempster, Laird, & Rubin, 1977) can be

employed.

3.1. The EM algorithm

As usual in the EM algorithm formulation, the following mixture component indicator

variables are introduced:

zit ¼ 1; if f i 2 Ft ;
0; otherwise.

�
Let us define the column vector zi = (zi1, . . ., ziT)

0
, and the I 9 T matrix Z written in

terms of its rowvectors as (z1, . . ., zI)
0
. Itwill be assumed that the zi are independently and

identically multinomially distributed variables with probabilities c such that

XT
t¼1

zit ¼ 1 and
XI
i¼1

XT
t¼1

zit ¼ I :

Then, given the indicator nature of zit, the p.d.f. of fi, given zi, can be written as

Wðf ijzi;X;Y; l; a; bÞ ¼
YT
t¼1

htðf ijxt ;Y; l; at ; bÞzit ; ð7Þ

and the unconditional p.d.f. of zi is expressed as

pðzijcÞ ¼
YT
t¼1

czitt : ð8Þ

Using (7) and (8), the complete p.d.f. of fi and zi can be written as

Uðf i; zijX;Y; l; a; b; cÞ ¼ Wðf ijzi;X;Y; l; a; bÞpðzijcÞ

¼
YT
t¼1

cthtðf ijzi;X;Y; l; a; bÞð Þzit ; ð9Þ

and the log-likelihood of the complete data F and Z can be expressed as

log LðX;Y; l; a; b; cjF;ZÞ ¼
XI
i¼1

XT
t¼1

zit log ct þ
XI
i¼1

XT
t¼1

zit loghtðf ijxt ;Y; l; at ; bÞ: ð10Þ

In practice, the indicators in Z are non-observed variables and the EM algorithm estimates

them by means of their expected value (E-step). Then, the remaining parameters are
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estimated bymaximizing (10), given F and the previously estimated values of Z (M-step).

The two steps are repeated in an alternating iterative process,which canbe stoppedwhen

a convergence criterion is reached.

3.1.1. E-step

The EM algorithm starts with the initial parameter estimation process (see Section 3.2),

denoting the initial parameter values by Ẑð0Þ; X̂ð0Þ; Ŷð0Þ; l̂ð0Þ; âð0Þ; b̂ð0Þ, and ĉð0Þ. Then the

expectation of Z in the sth iteration, given F and previous estimated parameter values

Hðs�1Þ ¼ fX̂ðs�1Þ; Ŷðs�1Þ; l̂ðs�1Þ; âðs�1Þ; b̂ðs�1Þ; ĉðs�1Þg, can be determined due to the

linearity of log L on zit as

QðH;Hðs�1ÞÞ ¼
XI
i¼1

XT
t¼1

E½zit jF;Hðs�1Þ� log ct

þ
XI
i¼1

XT
t¼1

E½zit jF;Hðs�1Þ� loghtðf ijxt ;Y; l; at ; bÞ; ð11Þ

where E½zit jF;Hðs�1Þ� denotes the expectation of zij in the sth iteration. Because the

non-observed zit are Bernoulli distributed variables, E½zit jF;Hðs�1Þ� represents the

probability that fi belongs to Ft, after the partition of F is known and considering the

previous estimated parameter values Θ(s�1). Thus, E½zit jF;Hðs�1Þ� ¼ pitðHðs�1ÞÞ and

bzðsÞ
it ¼ bpitðHðs�1ÞÞ; ð12Þ

from which in the M-step the unobserved values of Z are substituted by these posterior

probabilities.

3.1.2. M-step

In the M-step, (10), or equivalently (11), is maximized with respect to parameters X,Y, l,
a, b and c, under previously estimated values ẑ

ðsÞ
it . It can be easily shown that the

expression for the estimator of ct at the sth iteration is given by

ĉðsÞt ¼ 1

I

XI
i¼1

ẑ
ðsÞ
it : ð13Þ

The estimation of the remaining parameters can be carried out by maximizing (11) under

previously estimated values of ẑ
ðsÞ
it and ĉðsÞt , or equivalently, by maximizing

qðX;Y; l; a; bjẐðsÞÞ ¼
XI
i¼1

XT
t¼1

ẑ
ðsÞ
it log htðf ijxt ;Y; l; at ; bÞ: ð14Þ

Writing ftj ¼ PI
i¼1 ẑit fij, we have

f:: ¼
XT
t¼1

XJ
j¼1

ftj; ft: ¼
XJ
j¼1

ftj; f:j ¼
XT
t¼1

ftj;

and letting k = log l, kRt ¼ log at , and kCj ¼ log bj, we find (see Appendix B) that
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qðX;Y; l; a; bjẐðsÞÞ ¼f::kþ
XT
t¼1

ft:k
R
t þ

XJ
j¼1

f:jk
C
j � trX0DRX � trY0DCY þ 2trX0FTY

�
XT
t¼1

XJ
j¼1

Ict expðkþ kRt þ kCj � x0
txt � y0

jyj þ 2x0
tyjÞ;

ð15Þ

whereDR = diag(f1. . . . fT.) denotes a T 9 T diagonal matrix,DC = diag(f.1 . . . f.J) a J 9 J

diagonal matrix, and FT = (ftj) the T 9 J block matrix of PðFÞ.
Thus, in the sth iteration and under the estimated values of ĉðsÞ and ẐðsÞ, a weighted

generalization of the De Rooij & Heiser (2005) two-mode estimation procedure can be

employed for the estimation of X̂ðsÞ, ŶðsÞ, l̂ðsÞ, âðsÞ, and b̂ðsÞ (see Appendix B).

In summary, the steps in the estimation process can be described as follows:

1. Start with the initial parameter values Θ(0) and calculate bzð0Þ
it ¼ pitðHð0ÞÞ.

2. Maximize (11) with respect to Θ to give bH ¼ fX̂, Ŷ, l̂, â, b̂, ĉg.
3. With the last estimation of the parameter values, return to 1, and iterate 1 and 2 to

achieve convergence.

3.2. Initial parameter estimation and identification

The EM algorithm starts with certain initial values that must be specified in advance.

Different starting strategies and stopping rules can lead to widely differing estimates (see

Seidel, Mosler, & Alker, 2000). Therefore, the EM algorithm needs to be run repeatedly

using different sets of starting values. The proposed EM algorithm alternates iteratively

between the E- and M-steps, until no significant improvement is found in the likelihood
function.

The initial estimation for unobserveddataZ(0) is carried out froma randomor any given

classification of the I row elements in T groups under the computational restriction that

rt ≥ 1, t = 1, . . ., T, to avoid the presence of zero columns in Z. The initial values for ĉð0Þ

are given by (13), and F
ð0Þ
T ¼ Zð0Þ0F is calculated. Then the initial parameter estimation is

carried out by maximizing (15).

As shown by De Rooij & Heiser (2005), indeterminacies are present in the parameter

estimates and an identified solution can be obtained bywriting all parameters as a function
of singular values and singular vectors. First determineG

ð0Þ
T ¼ logðFT Þ; denoting by g the

global mean of the entries ofG
ð0Þ
T , and by gt and gj the marginal means for the tth row and

for the jth column of G
ð0Þ
T respectively, define ~k ¼ g, ~kRt ¼ gt � g, ~kCj ¼ gj � g, and

D ¼ G
ð0Þ
T � ~k � ~kRt � ~kCj . From the singular value decomposition of D = UcΛ

0
, it

follows that X
ffiffiffi
2

p ¼ Uc1=2 and Y
ffiffiffi
2

p ¼ c1=2K0, and, writing dx;t ¼ P
m x2tm and

dy;j ¼
P

m y2jm, identified parameters are obtained by

_kRt ¼ ~kRt þ dx;t � logðIctÞ; ð16Þ

_kCj ¼ ~kCj þ dy;j; ð17Þ
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k ¼ ~kþ 1

T

XT
t¼1

_kRt þ
1

J

XJ
j¼1

_kCj ; ð18Þ

kRt ¼ _kRt �
1

T

XT
t¼1

_kRt ; ð19Þ

kCj ¼ _kCj � 1

J

XJ
j¼1

_kCj : ð20Þ

The singular value decomposition is unique and is characterized byM(M + 2) constraints,

and themeanof the values of ~kRt , t = 1, . . ., T and of ~kCj , j = 1, . . ., J, is equal to zero. Then,
after identified parameters are obtained, the model is characterized by 2 + M(M + 2)

further constraints.

3.3. Optimal partition and model selection

After the maximum likelihood parameter estimators of X̂, Ŷ, l̂, â, b̂, ĉ, have been found,

identified parameters are obtained as shown for the initial solution but now considering

GT ¼ ðlogðl̂tjÞÞ, and _kRt ¼ ~kRt þ dx;t in (16). For each row of F, the final posterior
probabilities that the profile fi, i = 1, . . ., I, belongs to Ft, t = 1, . . ., T, written in vector

form p̂i ¼ ðp̂i1; . . .; p̂iT Þ, are obtained by (6). Then, the optimal rowpartition is given by Ẑ,
defined as

ẑit ¼ 1; for t ¼ argmaxðp̂iÞ;
0; otherwise.

�
ð21Þ

This rule, known as the Bayes rule, may not be uniquely defined for a profile fi if the
maximum of the posterior probabilities is achieved with respect to more than one latent

class. In this situation, the profile can be assigned arbitrarily to one of the classes forwhich

the corresponding posterior probabilities are equal to themaximumvalue (seeMcLachlan

& Peel, 2000).
For the purpose of parameter estimation, the values of T and M are assumed to be

known. Nevertheless, in most practical situations the investigator will have to determine

the number of clusters in the data, as well as the dimension for the representation. One of

the principal goals of latent class models is to determine the number of mixture

components, T. However, it is well known that regularity conditions do not hold for the

likelihood ratio test when comparing mixtures with different numbers of component

distributions, and several procedures have been proposed to resolve this question (see

McLachlan & Peel, 2000). The bootstrap approach (Hope, 1968) is a widely employed
alternative procedure. Although this method has been employed in the context of latent

class models for unfolding or multidimensional scaling (see Vera et al., 2009b, for further

details), it adds a lot to CPU time.

For model selection purposes, the BIC (Schwarz, 1978) is employed. Rissanen (1986,

1989) derived this same criterion in a model selection context, from the perspective of

coding information theory (seeMcLachlan&Peel, 2000, Section 6.9.3, for further details).
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Theproposedmodel also provides the possibility of determining the dimensionality of the

unfolding representation using information criteria. To outperform the BIC in this

context, we have included the sample size adjustment suggested by Rissanen (1978),

where the number of rows I is adjusted by (I + 2)/24 (Yang &Yang, 2007). Under the
adjusted BIC, the expression

BIC� ¼ �2 log Lþ l logh

is used, where h = (I + 2)/24 and l = TJ + (T � 1) for the unconstrained model. When

geometrical constraints are imposed, the number of unknown parameters is given by

l ¼1þ ðT � 1Þ þ ðJ � 1Þ þ ðT þ JÞM �MðM þ 2Þ þ ðT � 1Þ
¼2T þ J þ ðT þ J �M � 2ÞM � 2

for the Poisson sampling model and by l�T for product multinomial sampling.

Therefore, the number of latent classes is indicated as corresponding to the lower

value of theBIC* statistics,when the proposedprocedure is applied for a range of values of

T without imposing the geometrical constraints, whence the expected frequencies are

given by

l̂tj ¼
PI

i¼1 ẑit fijPI
i¼1 ẑit

: ð22Þ

Given a number of latent classes for the row category elements, the BIC* criterion can

be employed to establish the dimension of the distance association representation, since

regularity conditions do not hold for the likelihood ratio test when models with different
numbers of dimensions are compared (Takane, Van der Heijden, & Browne, 2003).

Hence, under the previously selected values of T and by imposing geometrical constraints,

the dimensionality corresponding to the lower BIC* value when the procedure is run in

several dimensions can be selected as the best representation model.

3.4. Overview and implementation

Anoverview of the algorithm is provided in Figure 1,where the different optimization and
identification steps are put in the appropriate order. In this overview the different

estimation steps are explicated by referring to the appropriate equation in the paper.

The proposed procedure was implemented in Matlab,
1

and the best solution in 100

replications was chosen as the final solution for the LCDA algorithm, due to the

well-known problem of local minima with the EM algorithm. The convergence criterion

used is a difference in subsequent log-likelihood values of less than 10�8. Additional

stopping criteria are amaximumof 1000(I + J) iterations for the EMestimation procedure

and of 10,000 for the Newton–Raphson algorithm in the M-step. For none of our
applications or simulations (see Section 4) were the stopping criteria reached. In all cases

the algorithm stopped because the difference in subsequent log-likelihood values was

smaller than the threshold.

The program and data are available upon request.
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4. Application

4.1. Artificial data

We first present a series of simulation studies in which the properties of our model and

estimation procedure are investigated. Taking into account the equivalence between the

Poisson and productmultinomial sampling schemes in this context (see Appendix A), the

performance of the model is first tested for general clustered non-sparse frequency data

and afterwards for sparse data sets. The performance of themodel is also tested for known
clustered configurations, in an experimental design where dimensionality, cluster

dispersion/overlap and cluster size are considered as factors. Afterwards we present an

application to the Dutch parliamentary election studies and a comparison to standard DA

models and the multinomial logistic regression for this data set.

Figure 1. Pseudocode for the LCDA algorithm.
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4.1.1. Simulation I

Thismethodologywas first applied to an artificial data set inwhich each profile consists of

a single category. A rectangular matrix of artificial frequency data was generated, after

locating in a plane 21 points regularly distributed according to a 3 9 7 equally spaced grid
representing the column categories, and with five cluster centres regularly distributed on

it representing the row cluster centres. The Euclidean distances between the coordinates

of the cluster centres and the points in the grid were calculated. Then, for each distance

dtj, t = 1, . . ., 5, j = 1, . . ., 21, a sample of 100 frequency values was generated from a

Poisson distribution with parameters ltj ¼ 100 exp ð�d2
tjÞ, according to (3), considering

the remaining effect parameter values equal to unity tomake the distances monotonically

related to the joint probabilities for comparison purposes (see De Rooij & Heiser, 2005;

Takane, 1998).
The 500 9 21 matrix of frequencies was first analysed without imposing geometrical

constraints, in order to determine the number of clusters. The lowest value for the BIC*

statistic (70,173.43)was found for the value ofT = 5, aswas to be expected. Following the

model selection procedure, the geometrical constraint (2) was considered in the T = 5

latent class model. As shown in Table 2, two dimensions were selected to represent the

cluster centres, which corresponds to the lowest value of the BIC* statistics.

For the T = 5 model scaled in two dimensions, the artificial row structure of 100

elements per cluster is recovered, and therefore equal mixing proportion values of
ĉt ¼ 0:2 are obtained, which is in accordance with the model. The estimated maximum

posterior probability that a row element belongs to its corresponding cluster is p̂it ¼ 1 in

all situations. The estimated row effect parameter values for the latent class effect are

located in the interval ât 2 ð0:82; 1:21Þ, t = 1, . . ., 5, while the column effects are in the

interval b̂j 2 ð0:90; 1:09Þ, j = 1, . . ., 21; the estimated value for the overall scale

parameter is about l̂ ¼ 113:1, all of which is again in accordance with the model

simulated. To best determine the effectiveness in recovering the underlying structure,

twenty 500 9 21 frequency matrices were generated following the procedure described
above. In terms of CPU time, a value of 272 s per run was found on average. The original

data structure was effectively recovered by the LCDA model in all data sets after a

Procrustes analysis (Cliff, 1966) was conducted to eliminate the rotational indeterminacy

(see Figure 2), with a mean Procrustes value of 0.328.

4.1.2. Simulation II

The performance of the algorithmwas also analysed for sparse data sets by setting equal to
zero a percentage of randomly selected frequency entries, previously given by the above

simulation process. Thus, 20 frequency tables for each density value of 0.75, 0.55, 0.35,

and 0.25 were considered, that is, tables with 100(1 � density) = 25, 45, 65, and 75%

zero entries. The corresponding given mean Procrustes values were 0.0357, 0.0622,

Table 2. Results for the T = 5 model, when categories are scaled in one, two and in three

dimensions for the artificial data set

No. of dimensions No. of parameters Log-likelihood BIC*

1 58 �54,492.91 109,143.92

2 89 �34,945.87 70,113.70

3 122 �34,930.62 70,140.99
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0.1824, and 0.6467, when comparing the given configurations with the original one.

Figure 3 shows the given configurations corresponding to the 0.75 (left) and the 0.35

(right) density values, corresponding to the lowest and highest acceptable Procrustes

values, respectively. As can be seen, the LCDA model recovers the original configuration

well, up to fairly sparse tables with decreasing performance for very low densities (about

70% zero entries), as could be expected.

4.1.3. Simulation III

To further analyse the performance of the proposed LCDA model, a Monte Carlo

experimentwas carried out on the basis of recovering the original cluster center structure
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Figure 2. Representation of the true (numbered) and recovered solution (blue crosses and red

circles) for the 20 non-sparse Poisson artificial data sets. The large-sized numbers are labels for the

cluster centres.
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Figure 3. Representation of the true (numbers) and recovered solution (blue crosses and red

points) for 20 artificial sparse data sets. The results are shown for tables with densities of 0.75 (left)

and 0.35 (right).
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(and thus the original distances) of a configuration of clustered synthetic data sets.

Different factors were considered for the sampling scheme such as the cluster size (equal

or unequal), the cluster overlap (in terms of the overall dispersion), and the number of

dimensions (two or three) for the configuration.
Two configurations of nine points yj randomly distributed in two and in three

dimensions were considered for the column categories, and with five points xt regularly

distributed on it representing the row cluster centres. For each configuration, the

Euclidean distances dtj between the coordinates of the cluster centres and the points

representing column categories were calculated, constituting the parameter values of the

interaction term at (2).

First, for each point representing a row cluster center xt, a sample of 100 clustered

points xit , it = 1, . . ., 100, was generated from a normal distribution of mean xt and
diagonal covariance matrix given by a value Irt that is selected such that the sum of the

within-cluster points dispersion represents a previously fixed percentage of the overall

dispersion. Percentage values of 20, 40, 60, and 80 were considered, and for each data

set the overall dispersion is calculated as the trace of the covariance matrix for the

complete data set, while the within-cluster dispersion is given as the trace of the

covariance matrix for the corresponding points in the cluster. Also, samples of

different cluster sizes were analysed by considering one cluster representing 50% of

the total number of rows of F, while the remaining cluster sizes were fixes to 15%,
except for one fixed at 5% (see Figure 4).

Thus, for each of the 2 (dimension) 9 4 (dispersion) 9 2 (cluster size) combinations

of sampling factors, 20 configurations were generated, and the Euclidean distances

between the corresponding configurations of rows and columns, dit j, for it = 1, . . ., nt,

t = 1, . . ., T, were calculated. Then the frequency values were generated as

fij ¼ 100 exp ð�d2
tjÞ, for fi 2 Ft, and the 320 data sets were analysed by an LCDA

model under a Poisson sampling scheme, taking into account the random nature of the

point generation process.
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Figure 4. Sample of 500 simulated clustered data from a multivariate normal distribution in two

dimensions for different cluster sizes (left) and in three dimensions for equal cluster sizes (right),

with cluster dispersion corresponding to 20% of the overall dispersion.
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The well-known labelling problem for Monte Carlo experiments in mixture distribu-

tionswas solved by assigning the labels to the given cluster centres in connectionwith the

nearest column point. The given results were compared with the original configuration

using Procrustes analysis (see Figure 5). Table 3 shows the given results in terms of the
mean value of Procrustes index, whichmeasures the accuracy of the given configuration,

and the mean CPU time, for each combination of factors. Although the nature of the

simulated data sets deviates somewhat from the hypothesis of the proposed model, very

low values of the Procrustes index were found in all situations, which indicates that the

given configuration matched very well to the corresponding original configuration in all

situations. Although the aim here is not to recover the configuration of the points in itself,

but the cluster centres, the Procrustes value indicates the classification of points was in

general well recovered. The performance of the LCDA procedure is improved when
minor overlap exists between clusters, as in general can be expected when mixture

models are used for clustering. In terms of CPU time, the algorithm is efficient in all

situations.
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Figure 5. Procrustes configuration for 20 samples of 500 simulated clustered data from a

multivariate normal distribution in two dimensions for different cluster sizes (left) and in three

dimensions for equal cluster sizes (right), with cluster dispersion corresponding to 60% of the

overall dispersion.

Table 3. Mean Procrustes values p and CPU time t(s) for the normal simulated data sets with equal

and different cluster sizes in two and three dimensions. Rows represent different cluster dispersions

(overlap) in terms of percentage of variability with respect to the overall dispersion for each

generated data set

Dispersion (%)

Dim 2 Dim 3

Equal size Unequal size Equal size Unequal size

p t(s) p t(s) p t(s) p t(s)

20 .0021 12.1 .0022 15.3 .0001 21.6 .0002 21.8

40 .0025 12.4 .0087 22.6 .0006 12.8 .0006 20.1

60 .0211 16.1 .0184 18.7 .0015 15.9 .0017 21.8

80 .0377 17.2 .0239 21.1 .0029 19.2 .0068 27.25
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In summary, from the Monte Carlo experiment it follows that under the hypothesis of

the model, the proposed LCDA procedure well recovered the clustering structure, even

for fairly sparse data sets. For synthetically clustered data sets, both the original

configuration and the clustering structure were also well recovered, in all tested
combinations of dimensionality, cluster overlap and size.

4.2. Dutch parliamentary election studies

We now analyse the data introduced in Section 1. In Section 4.2.1 we show the results of

our new approach, the LCDAmodel. Then we show the results obtained using a standard

DA model (Section 4.2.2) and a multinomial regression model (Section 4.2.3).

4.2.1. LCDA model

The proposed model was applied to the 2006 Dutch parliamentary election studies. To

determine the appropriate number of latent classes, we tested the model up to 20 classes

without considering geometrical constraints, and seven classes were selected. Minor

differences were found between the values for the BIC* statistics in one, two and three

dimensions, and the T = 7 class solution in two dimensions (BIC* = 2,657.25) was

selected, corresponding to a model of 33 parameters. Table 4 presents the characteristics
of the seven classes. It can be seen that class 3 (485participants) only has twomembership

patterns (no membership of any organization, and membership of only sports organiza-

tions), whereas class 2 (378 participants) has 181 different membership patterns.

Table 5 shows the mean profiles for each of the classes. From this table we can derive

the following. Class 1 has a very high probability (greater than .9) of being a member of a

church or an ideological organization (C). Class 2 has similar probabilities formembership

Table 4. Some characteristics of the seven classes. rt is the number of membership profiles in class

t, nt the number of participants in the class

Class rt nt

1 10 212

2 181 378

3 2 485

4 28 204

5 3 209

6 22 322

7 7 366

Table 5. Conditional proportions by cluster for each type of organization

E H T P W N M S C

1 0.3113 0.1887 0.1509 0.0802 0 0.2689 0.2123 0.3066 0.9198

2 0.5529 0.5344 0.4656 0.5423 0.1772 0.5026 0.3942 0.5556 0.4762

3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.3299 0

4 0.4510 0.2892 0.1912 0.1618 0.0294 0.5735 0.5833 0.4853 0.8676

5 0 0 0 0 0 0.2249 0 0.2249 1

6 0.5870 0.3509 0.2826 0.1149 0 0.3230 0.2609 0.4938 0

7 0.3470 0.0929 0.2760 0 0 0.2842 0 0.4344 0
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of all types of organizations, except employers’ organizations (W). Class 3 is characterized

bymembership only of a sports club (S) atmost. Class 4 has a very high probability (greater

than .8) of church membership, and similar probabilities of belonging to a music or

cultural organization (M), a neighbourhood organization (N), a sports organization, and an
environmental or nature organization (E). Participants in class 5 are all members of the

church or an ideological organization, have small probabilities for being a member of a

sports club or neighborhood organization, and are not a member of all other

organizational types. Class 6 has a moderate probability of being a member of an

environmental or nature organization, aswell as of belonging to a sports organization, and

noprobability of being amember of an employers’ organization, or a church or ideological

organization, and some probability of being member of the other organizations. Finally,

class 7 is characterized by not belonging to a professional organization (P), employers’
organization, music or cultural organization, or a church or ideological organization, but

having a moderate probability of being a member of a sports organization and an

environmental or nature organization, and also some probability of being a member of a

neighbourhood organization and a trade union (T).

The solutionwith the seven latent classes is shown in Figure 6. In interpreting this, the

odds and odds ratios are of some importance. The odds of a response j against a response j
0

for a given class t are given by

log
ltj
ltj0

 !
¼ logðbjÞ � logðbj0 Þ � d2

tj þ d2
tj0 :

The odds are a function of both the main effect parameters and the distances.

Concerning the distances, the odds are in favour of the closest category. Concerning
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Figure 6. Solution of the LCDA model for membership and vote data.
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the main effects, the odds are in favour of the category with the largest b value. For

a detailed examination of the interplay of the bs and distances, see Takane (1998)

and De Rooij (2009). The squared distances and estimated log bs are given in Table

6. The log bs show that the odds are generally in favour of CDA, while the value for
Other is very small.

Figure 6 and Table 6 show that the classes with high probabilities for membership of a

church (1, 4, and 5) are close to the Christian Democrats (CDA) and the Christian Union

(CU). Class 6 is a left-oriented class close to the Socialist Party (SP),Green Left (GL), and the

Labour Party (PvdA). Classes 3 and 7 are close to the Party for Freedom (PVV) but also

relatively close to the PvdA and the SP. Class 2 is closest to the GL, but also relatively close

to PvdA, CDA, Conservative Liberals (VVD), SP, and other, (i.e. this is a relatively

heterogeneous class).
The odds ratio can be defined in terms of squared distances (De Rooij & Heiser, 2005):

ltj � lt0j0

ltj0 � lt0j
¼ exp �d2

tj � d2
t0j0 þ d2

tj0 þ d2
t0j

� �
: ð23Þ

Using the distances reported inTable 6 and this formula, the following conclusions can
be drawn:

� The odds that participants from class 1 choose CDA instead of PvdA are

expð�0:0136 � 0:1330þ 0:5290þ 1:1715Þ ¼ expð1:5539Þ ¼ 4:7298

times the odds that participants from class 7 choose CDA instead of PvdA.

� The odds that participants from class 6 choose GL instead of PVV are

expð�0:2378 � 0:0184þ 0:5160þ 1:2093Þ ¼ expð1:4691Þ ¼ 4:3453

times these odds for participants from class 7.

� The odds that participants from class 2 choose GL instead of VVD are

expð�0:3214� 0:3109þ 0:3261þ 0:2378Þ ¼ expð�0:0684Þ ¼ 0:9339

times these odds for participants from class 6.

Table 6. Squared distances between classes and political parties. The smallest distance for each

class is shown in bold; distances that are also relatively small are shown in italic. The final row gives

the estimated log bs

CDA PvdA VVD GL SP CU PVV Other

1 0.0136 0.5290 0.3931 1.9153 0.6579 0.3719 0.8465 0.1960

2 0.6589 0.4271 0.3261 0.3214 0.4742 1.2877 1.0235 0.7423

3 1.3101 0.1511 0.2624 1.0400 0.0974 2.7621 0.0623 0.4498

4 0.1366 0.7348 0.5382 1.3287 0.8726 0.3009 1.3685 0.6062

5 0.2237 1.0837 0.9329 3.1783 1.2504 0.4608 1.2653 0.4459

6 1.3792 0.2604 0.3109 0.2378 0.2109 2.6467 0.5160 0.8103

7 1.1715 0.1330 0.2355 1.2093 0.0925 2.5707 0.0184 0.3424

log (b) 1.1390 0.5048 0.1249 -0.4421 0.3066 -0.1431 -0.8134 -0.6767
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4.2.2. Distance association model

Byway of comparisonwe also give the result of a two-dimensional DAmodel (Figure 7). It
can be seen that this graph is largely uninterpretable due to the large number of profiles.

The number of free parameters for this model is 774; the BIC* statistic equals 5,575.477.

4.2.3. Multinomial regression model

In general, a researcher would also be interested in interaction effects between the

predictor variables.With nine dichotomous predictor variablesmanymodels are possible,

for example (9 9 8)/2 = 36 different two-variable interactions can be included, andmore
interactions are possible when three- or more-variable interactions are also taken into

account. An approach often taken is to use backward selection. For the Dutch

parliamentary election studies, however, such an approach fails due to the excessive

number of zero frequencies in the data. That is, we startedwith a hierarchical model using

up to five-variable interactions between the predictor variables, but this analysis failed –
parameter estimates cannot be computed. We then deleted the five-variable interactions

and startedwith four-variable interactions, but this, too, failed. Removing the four-variable

interactions again failed. Even the backward elimination scheme starting with a model
with only pairwise associations failed.

The reason why these models fail is that the odds ratios (or ratios of odds ratios for

two-way and higher interaction effects) are undefined. Consider a 2 9 2 frequency table.

An estimate of the odds ratio for this table is obtained bymultiplying the diagonal elements
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Figure 7. Result of the distance associationmodel. Profiles are given in the form 112112222where

a ‘1’ indicates membership and ‘2’ non-membership. The order of the numbers corresponds to

EHTPWNMSC.
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and dividing by the product of off-diagonal elements. Now, if a diagonal cell equals zero

and an off-diagonal cell equals zero the odds ratio is undefined. In our large sparse data set

this occurs for many 2 9 2 subtables. Since the parameters of the multinomial logistic

regression are directly based on these undefined odds ratios the model is not estimable.

In the backward elimination scheme starting with only themain effects, the variableN

is removedwhile the othersmust be included in themodel. Some parameter values of this

final model are very large due to complete separation. Complete separation occurs in a
2 9 2 table if either a diagonal cell or an off-diagonal cell equals zero. The log of the odds

ratio in that case is either infinity or minus infinity. The estimates are given in Table 7. It

can be seen that membership of a church or religious organization influences all aspects,

raising the odds for CDA and CU, and lowering all other odds. There is one very large

estimate, forwhich the standard error cannot be computed. SPSSwarns that validity of this

model is uncertain. Therefore, we did not proceed with the interpretation of all

coefficients.

This final multinomial response model has 63 parameters (as shown in Table 7),
whereas the LCDA model has 33.

5. Conclusion

In this paper we develop a latent class model for profile by response cross-classified data.

The proposed model allows us to find the most appropriate classification for the profiles
(combinations of the categories of the explanatory variables) while simultaneously

representing the classes and column categories in a low-dimensional space by means of a

DAmodel. In a cross-classified framework, this approach is particularly suitable when the

number of profiles is large, and hencemodel selectionprocedures are cumbersome,when

a very large number of parameters must be estimated, or when there are difficulties with

sparse data sets containing too many zero entries.

As in all finite-mixture models, the proposed procedure allows the possibility of

determining the number of classes using several procedures, among which the adjusted
BIC* statistic seems to be an efficient criterion for also selecting the appropriate

dimensionality for the model.

The model lets us analyse cross-classified data without distinguishing between

predictor and response categories. Li and Zha (2006) also proposed a two-way Poisson

Table 7. Regression coefficients of the multinomial logistic regression model

CDA PvdA VVD GL SP CU PVV

Int 1.0060 1.4080 0.8537 �0.5899 1.2656 �1.5852 0.3588

C 1.0010* �0.7320* �0.6354* �1.2224* �1.0089* 2.0959* �1.0703*

M 0.6460* 0.3160 0.7823* 0.3951 0.4684 0.6353 �0.2631

W 1.3820 1.1140 2.1154* 1.1802 0.7867 �18.2656† 1.4597

T 0.1350 0.8030* �0.5535 0.4597 0.4412 0.2299 0.1250

E �0.5300 �0.5560* �0.2462 0.4124 �0.3658 �0.6272* �0.5553

H �0.2120 0.3060 �0.5034 0.9066* 0.3137 0.8952 �1.0161

P 0.1450 �0.3640 0.3385 0.0087 �0.4574 �0.4014 0.1181

S 0.3740 0.2020 0.6883* 0.3814 0.2658 �0.3935 0.1531

*Regression coefficientwith p-values smaller than .05. †Estimate forwhich the standard error cannot

be computed.
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mixture model for cross-classified data, but their model is somewhat tangential to ours. In

their model, each column class is characterized by a mixture model with a row clustering

structure. The distribution of the column vectors within each class is modelled by a

mixture of multivariate Poisson distributions for which a clustering structure is also
imposed in the rows, leading to a two-way mixture model for each class. Also, this model

does not include the dimension reduction provided by the DA model.

The EM algorithm is a fundamental tool for fitting mixture models by maximum

likelihood, particularly in the proposed latent class model. As mentioned in Section 3.2,

different starting values for the EM algorithm can lead to different estimates. Convergence

of the EM algorithm is slow and the situationwill be exacerbated by a poor choice of initial

parameter values. Furthermore, in several situations, the sequence of estimates generated

by the EM algorithmmay diverge if the initial parameter values chosen are too close to the
boundary (seeMcLachlan &Peel, 2000). Another commonproblemwithmixturemodels

is that the likelihood equation will usually have multiple local maxima. Therefore, the

performance of optimization heuristics to escape from local optima is an important issue,

and this is currently being investigated by the authors.
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Appendix A: Connection between the LCD models from Poisson and

product multinomial sampling

In a Poisson samplingmodel, counts are considered as independent randomvariables, and

the total countN ¼ PI
i¼1

PJ
j¼1 fij is random rather than fixed. In general, conditional on

the total countN, cell frequencies are no longer independent, and assuming that samples

in different rows are independent, product multinomial sampling arises. Thus, if we start
from a Poisson model considering the row totals as fixed, the conditional distribution is

also a product multinomial distribution (see Agresti, 2013, for further details). Neverthe-

less, conditional on a row i, multinomial sampling arises directly by assuming the

observations on fi are independent samples, each having probability distribution

fp1ji; . . .; pJ jig, where, considering the usual decomposition of the expected frequency

in the general multiplicative form,

pjji ¼
bj exp ð�d2

ijÞP
k bk exp ð�d2

ikÞ
:

In a product multinomial sampling model, the probability for the data of a row element

fi 2 Ft is given by

htðf ijxt ;Y; bÞ ¼ fi:!Q
j fij!

YJ
j¼1

bj expð�d2
tjÞP

k bk expð�d2
tkÞ

 !fij

; ðA1Þ

where fi: ¼
P

j fij and b = (b1, . . ., bJ)
0
. The p.d.f. of the random variable fi is a finite

mixture of product multinomial densities given by (A1), which can be expressed as

gðf ijX;Y; b; cÞ ¼
XT
t¼1

cthtðf ijxt ;Y; bÞ; ðA2Þ

where c = (c1 . . ., cT)
0
. So the log-likelihood function to be maximized subject to (1) can

be written as

log L ¼
XI
i¼1

log
XT
t¼1

cthtðf ijxt ;Y; bÞ: ðA3Þ

Considering the EM algorithm for the parameter estimation, at theM-step, the value of ĉt is
estimated from Ẑ and the remaining parameters are estimated by maximizing

qPMðX;Y; bjẐÞ ¼
XI
i¼1

XT
t¼1

ẑit log htðf ijxt ;Y; bÞ: ðA4Þ

Then, taking logarithms in (A1) andwriting ftj ¼ P
i ẑit fij, expression (A4) can bewritten

as
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qPMðX;Y; bjẐÞ ¼
X
i

logðfi:!Þ �
XI
i¼1

XJ
j¼1

logðfij!Þ

þ
XT
t¼1

XJ
j¼1

ftj logðbjÞ �
XT
t¼1

XJ
j¼1

ftjd
2
tj �

XT
t¼1

XJ
j¼1

ftj log
XJ
k¼1

bk expð�d2
tkÞ

 !
:

ðA5Þ

In theM-step of the EM algorithm in a Poisson sampling scheme, after substituting (2) into

(3), the parameters are estimated by maximizing (14), which, given Ẑ, can be written as

qPðX;Y; l; a; bjẐÞ ¼
XI
i¼1

XT
t¼1

ẑit
XJ
j¼1

logðlatÞ þ
XI
i¼1

XT
t¼1

ẑit
XJ
j¼1

fij logðbjÞ

�
XI
i¼1

XT
t¼1

ẑit
XJ
j¼1

fijd
2
tj �

XI
i¼1

XT
t¼1

ẑitlat
XJ
j¼1

bj expð�d2
tjÞ

�
XI
i¼1

XT
t¼1

ẑit
XJ
j¼1

logðfij!Þ:

ðA6Þ

The stationary equations for l and at are given by

@qP
@l

¼
XI
i¼1

XT
t¼1

ẑit
XJ
j¼1

fij � l
XI
i¼1

XT
t¼1

ẑitat
XJ
j¼1

bj expð�d2
tjÞ ¼ 0;

@qP
@at

¼
XI
i¼1

ẑit
XJ
j¼1

fij � atl
XI
i¼1

ẑit
XJ
j¼1

bj expð�d2
tjÞ ¼ 0;

ðA7Þ

whence

lat ¼
PJ

j¼1 ftjPI
i¼1 ẑit

PJ
j¼1 bj expð�d2

tjÞ
: ðA8Þ

Thus, substituting (A8) into (A6), the remaining parameters are given by maximizing the

conditional log-likelihood given by

qPðX;Y; bjl; a; ẐÞ ¼
XT
t¼1

XJ
j¼1

ftj log
XI
i¼1

ẑit

 !
þ
XT
t¼1

XJ
¼1

ftj logðft:Þ � f::

�
XI
i¼1

XJ
j¼1

logðfij!Þ þ
XT
t¼1

XJ
j¼1

ftj logðbjÞ �
XT
t¼1

XJ
j¼1

ftjd
2
tj

�
XT
t¼1

XJ
j¼1

ftj log
XJ
k¼1

bk expð�d2
tkÞ

 !
; ðA9Þ

where f :: ¼ P
t

P
j ftj. Thus, writing ft: ¼

P
j ftj and fi: ¼

P
j fij,
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qPMðX;Y; bjẐÞ ¼qPðX;Y; bjl; a; ẐÞ

�
X
i

logðfi:!Þ �
XT
t¼1

XJ
j¼1

ftj log
XI
i¼1

ẑit

 !
þ
XT
t¼1

XJ
¼1

ftj logðft:Þ � f:::

ðA10Þ

Appendix B: A Newton–Raphson algorithm for maximum likelihood

estimation

Given a classification Ẑ of the rows of F, the unconditional probability for each latent class
ĉt is given by (13). Then, the overall log-likelihood (10) can bemaximized with respect to

parametersX,Y, l, a and b bymaximizing (15), which, except for a constant term, can be

expressed as

qðX;Y; l; a; bjẐðsÞÞ ¼
XI
i¼1

XT
t¼1

ẑ
ðsÞ
it

XJ
j¼1

fij logðltjÞ � ltj
h i

¼
XT
t¼1

XJ
j¼1

XI
i¼1

ẑ
ðsÞ
it fij

 !
logðlÞ þ

XT
t¼1

XJ
j¼1

XI
i¼1

ẑ
ðsÞ
it fij

 !
logðatÞ

þ
XT
t¼1

XJ
j¼1

XI
i¼1

ẑ
ðsÞ
it fij

 !
logðbjÞ �

XT
t¼1

XJ
j¼1

XI
i¼1

ẑ
ðsÞ
it fij

 !
d2
tjðxt ;yjÞ

�
XT
t¼1

XJ
j¼1

XI
i¼1

ẑ
ðsÞ
tj

 !
exp logðlÞ þ logðatÞ þ logðbjÞ � d2

tjðxt ;yjÞ
� �

:

ðB1Þ

Writing k = log l, kRt ¼ log at , k
C
j ¼ log bj, and ftj ¼ PI

i¼1 ẑit fij,

f:: ¼
XT
t¼1

XJ
j¼1

ftj; ft: ¼
XJ
j¼1

ftj; f:j ¼
XT
t¼1

ftj;

and taking into account that

XT
t¼1

XJ
j¼1

ftjd
2
tjðxt ;yjÞ ¼

XT
t¼1

XJ
j¼1

ftj

 !
x0
txt þ

XJ
j¼1

XT
t¼1

ftj

 !
y0
jyj

� 2
XT
t¼1

XJ
j¼1

ftjx
0
tyj;

ðB2Þ

then (B1) can be written as
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qðX;Y; l; a; bjẐðsÞÞ ¼f::kþ
XT
t¼1

ft:k
R
t þ

XJ
j¼1

f:jk
C
j

� trX0DRX � trY0DCY þ 2trX0FTY

�
XT
t¼1

XJ
j¼1

Ict expðkþ kRt þ kCj � x0
txt � y0

jyj þ 2x0
tyjÞ;

ðB3Þ

where DR = diag(f1. . . ., fT.) denotes a T 9 T diagonal matrix, DC = diag(f.1 . . ., f.J) a

J 9 J diagonal matrix, and FT = (ftj) the T 9 J block matrix of PðFÞ.
Tomaximize (B3), an iterative procedure based on the usual Newton–Raphson theory

can be employed. Thus, writing

Mtj ¼ I ĉtltj ¼ I ĉt expðkþ kRt þ kCj � x0
txt � y0

jyj þ 2x0
tyjÞ;

(B3) can be written as

qðX;Y; l; a; bjẐÞ ¼f::kþ
XT
t¼1

ft:k
R
t þ

XJ
j¼1

f:jk
C
j

� trX0DRX � trY0DCY þ 2trX0FTY

�
XT
t¼1

XJ
j¼1

Mtj: ðB4Þ

Taking the derivative ofqwith respect to k, andwritingMt: ¼
PJ

j¼1 Mtj,M:j ¼ PT
t¼1, and

M:: ¼
PT

t¼1

PJ
j¼1 Mtj, we obtain

@q

@k
¼ f:: �M::ðkÞ ¼ 0;

@2q

@2k
¼ �M::ðkÞ; ðB5Þ

@q

@kRt
¼ ft: �Mt:ðkRt Þ ¼ 0;

@2q

@2kRt
¼ �Mt:ðkRt Þ; ðB6Þ

@q

@kCj
¼ ft: �M:jðkCj Þ ¼ 0;

@2q

@2kCj
¼ �M:jðkCj Þ; ðB7Þ
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@q

@xt

¼ � @

@xt

trX0DRX þ 2
@

@xt

trX0FTY � @

@xt

trY0DCY

¼ �2ft:xt þ 2
XJ
j¼1

ftjyj � 2
XJ
j¼1

Ictltjðyj � xtÞ

¼ 2
XJ
j¼1

ðMtj � ftjÞðxt � yjÞ ¼ 0;

@2q

@2xt

¼ �4
XJ
j¼1

Mtjðxt � yjÞ2 þ 2
XJ
j¼1

ðMtj � ftjÞ; ðB8Þ

@q

@yj

¼ 2
XT
t¼1

ðMtj � ftjÞðyj � xtÞ ¼ 0;

@2q

@2yj

¼ �4
XT
t¼1

Mtjðyj � xtÞ2 þ 2
XT
t¼1

ðMtj � ftjÞ: ðB9Þ

Then the updates in the (s + 1)th iteration, according to theNewton–Raphson theory, are
given by

kðsþ1Þ ¼ kðsÞ þ f:: �M::ðkðsÞÞ
M::ðkðsÞÞ

; ðB10Þ

kRt
ðsþ1Þ ¼ kRt

ðsÞ þ ft: �Mt:ðkRt
ðsÞÞ

Mt:ðkRt
ðsÞÞ

; ðB11Þ

kCj
ðsþ1Þ ¼ kCj

ðsÞ þ f:j �M:jðkCj
ðsÞÞ

M:jðkCc
ðsÞÞ

; ðB12Þ

x
ðsþ1Þ
tm ¼ x

ðsÞ
tm þ 2

PJ
j¼1ðftj �MtjÞðxðsÞtm � y

ðsÞ
jmÞ

2
PJ

j¼1ðftj �MtjÞ � 4
PJ

j¼1 MtjðxðsÞtm � y
ðsÞ
jmÞ2

; ðB13Þ

y
ðsþ1Þ
jm ¼ y

ðsÞ
jm þ 2

PT
t¼1ðftj �MtjÞðyðsÞjm � x

ðsÞ
tmÞ

2
PT

t¼1ðMtj � ftjÞ � 4
PT

t¼1 MtjðyðsÞjm � x
ðsÞ
tmÞ2

: ðB14Þ

The likelihood function has many local maxima, and initial estimates for the iterative

procedure can be given using Becker’s (1990) procedure as described in Section 3.2.
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